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ABSTRACT 
This paper is a continuation of our earlier works [1,2] on the fractal structure of  expanding and 
subexpanding meromorphic fimcfions of the form F - H o exp o Q, where H and Q are non-constant 
rational maps. Under some assumptions on the forward trajectories of  asymptotic values o fF  we define 
a class of summable potentials for the maps f of the punctured cylinder induced by F. We prove the 
existence and uniqueness of  Gibbs states for these potentials. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the class 5 r of transcendental meromorphic fi_mctions F (z) :C --+ C of 
the form 
(1.1) F(z )  = H o exp(z), 
where H is a non-constant rational map. The set of singularities Sing(F 1) consists 
of finitely many critical values and two asymptotic values H (0), H (oo). We assume 
that H (0) ¢ oo, H (oe) ¢ oe and 
(1 .2)  r] :=  dist x (P1 (F), JF) > O, 
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where x is a chordal metric, 
(3o 
(F) := O+({H(0), = U 
n=0 
Thus F is a non-entire function. The subclass of these functions we denote by fx .  
Since F(z) is 2~i-periodic, we consider it rather on the cylinder than on C. So let 
7 ~ be the quotient space (the cylinder) 
7 ) C l ,~,  
where z~ ~ z2 if and only if z~ z2 = 2kzci for some k c Z. Let 7r : C ~ 7 ) be the 
canonical projection. The function F projects down to a holomorphic map 
f : P \ ~r(F-l (oo)) k+ P 
so that f o ~ = ~ o F. The Julia set J f  of f is defined to be 
Jr: z~(JF n C). 
Notice that if F c f~ there exists M > 0 such that 
(1.3) M < Re J /<  M. 
We introduce on 7 ) a class of summable potentials q) and a transfer operator £~ 
which acts on the Banach space C(J¢-) of continuous functions on Jr .  For every 
z c ~ we define 
Pz (cp) = lira sup 1 log/;~o 1 (z) 
no(Y)  n 
=l imsup l l °g  Z exp(cp(y)+. +q)(fn l(y))). 
no(Y)  n 
ycf  I (Z)  
We prove the following result. 
Theorem A. Let F c ,U~, f = re(F). Assume that ~o ~s an summable potential such 
that sup~ < sup~c@ Pz@). Then: 
1. The limit P(cp) = lim~-+oo !~ log£~l(z)  exists and is independent ofz c Jr. 
2. There exists a unique exp(P(~) - ~)-conformal measure rn~ on J f and a unique 
Borel probability f-invariant measure #~ absolutely continuous with respect 
dl~o to the measure me. The measure #~ is in fact equivalent to m~, h d~iT~' the 
normalized (so that f p d#~ = 1) fixed point of the Perron Frobenius operator 
[~, and is' called the Gibbs state of the summable potential q). 
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In Section 2 we recall the concept of  Walters expanding conformal maps and 
show its application to expanding maps in 5 c. In Section 3 we collect the results 
on existence of conformal measures for functions f c 5 c such that at least one 
asymptotic value is eventually mapped onto oe. In Section 4 we introduce a class 
of summable potentials for the maps of the punctured cylinder induced by the 
functions from the subclass 5Cl . Finally in Section 5 we prove Theorem A. 
2. GIBBS STATES FOR EXPANDING MAPS IN THE CLASS f" 
In [1] there was described the fractal structure of  expanding meromorphic functions 
of the form 
(2.1) F(z) H o expo Q(z), 
where H and Q are non-constant rational fi.mctions. Before we state the main 
result proved for these fimctions in [1], we briefly remind the concept of Walters 
expanding conformal maps defined there. 
Let Xo be an open and dense subset of  a compact metric space X endowed with 
a metric d. We call a continuous map T : X0 ~" X V~alters expanding provided that 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) The set T 1 (x) is at most countable for each x ~ X. 
(b) There exists/~ > 0 such that for every x c X and every n ~> 0, T-~ (B (x, 2/~)) can 
be written uniquely as a disjoint union of  open sets {By (x)}ycr ~(x) such that 
y ~ By(x) and T":By(x)--+ B(x,28) is a homeomorphism from By(x) onto 
B(x, 2/~). The corresponding inverse map from B(x, 2/~) to By(x), y ~ T ~(x), 
will be denoted by Ty-~L 
(c) There exist Z > 1 and n ~> 1 such that for every x c X, every y c T-~(x) and 
all El,  g2 ~ By(x )  
d(r"(Zl), r"(z2)) ~> Zd(zl, z2). 
(d) VE > 03s ~> 1Vx ~ X T ~(x) is E-dense in X. 
A function q)" X0 ~" R is called dynamically H61der if there exists /3 > 0 and 
L > 0 such that for every n ~> 1, every x c X and every y c T-'~(x), the restriction 
q)lr>7,,(~(~, a)) is H61der continuous with exponent/3 > 0 and constant L. For every 
n ~> 1 put 
n 1 
s~(x)  = ~_~o o rJ(x). 
j=0 
The function ~o :X0 -+ R is called summable if 
 up/z 
xEX y~T-l(x) 
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Given x ~ X, similarly as before, we set 
1 
Px(cp)=l imsup- log  Z exp(S~cp<y)). 
n,--->- OO yeT n(x) 
It is not difficult to prove that if cp : Xo > R is dynamically H61der, then Px (q)) = 
Py(q)) for all x, y c X. The common value is called the topological pressure of  q) 
with respect o T and is denoted by P(q)). We should notice that P(~o) < oo if and 
only if~o is summable. 
Walters Theorem. [9] I f  T :Xo ~ X is a Walters expanding map and q):Xo > R 
is a dynamically HOlder summable function, then there exist m e and #~, Borel 
probability measures on X such that 
(a) Yn >~ 1, Vx ~ X, Vy ~ T ~(x) andfor every Borelset A • Ty ~(B(x, 8)) 
me(T~(A))  ] e P(e) &(e) dm~, 
A 
(b) #~ is T-invariant which means that #~ o T 1 #~, ergodic and equivalent to 
in e with continuous Radon-Nikodym derivative bounded away from zero and 
infinity. 
The reader familiar with thermodynamic formalism, may notice that the prop- 
erty (a) means that the measure m e is an eigenmeasure of the operator dual to the 
appropriate Perron-Frobenius operator £e  with eigenvalue P(e) . 
A Waiters expanding map T : Xo -+ X is called conformal if X • C and if for 
every x ~ X, every n ~> 1 and every y ~ T ~(x) the inverse map Ty~:Bx(x ,  23) --+ 
X0 has a (unique) holomorphic extension to the ball Bc(x,  28). This extension will 
be denoted by the same symbol Ty-< For a Waiters expanding conformal map T we 
consider a potential q)t : X0 ~" R, t ~> 0, given by the formula 
-tlog ]r'(x)]. 
It immediately follows from Koebe's distortion theorem that each function ~ot is 
dynamically H61der with the H61der exponent 1/3. Following [6] we define 01- 
to be the infimum of all t ~> 0 for which the function opt is summable. Due to 
Proposition 2.4 in [1], 
Or inf{t ~>0: P(~ot) < oo}. 
Then the function P : (01-, oo) -+ R is convex, continuous, strictly decreasing and 
l imt~+~oP(t)  -oo .  Let 
h r  =h =inf{t:  P(t)  ~ 0}. 
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Obviously hi- ~> 0i-. Following the terminology of [6] the map T is called regular 
if P(h) = 0, strongly regular if there exists t ~> 0 such that 0 < P(t) < co and 
hereditarily regular if P(0T) co. Then each strongly regular map is regular and 
each hereditarily regular map is strongly regular. If T is regular, then m tn~, is 
called the h-conformal measure for T. T-invariant measure # equivalent to m is 
called Gibbs state corresponding to a potential opt = t log I T~I . Define 
Xoo ~ T ~(X0). 
n~>0 
Assume that T is a Waiters expanding conformal map, then: 
1. HD(Xoo) ~< h. If additionally T is strongly regular, then HD(Xoo) h and, in 
particular, HD(Xc~) > OT. 
2. If T is a regular Walters expanding conformal map, then Hh(X~) < co and 
Ph(X~) > 0. In addition, H h << mh and mh << ph, 
where HD denotes the Hausdorff dimension, H h and ph are respectively h- 
dimensional Hausdorff and packing measures. All these results were proved in [ 1 ]. 
In [1] the theory of Waiters expanding conformal maps was applied to the 
functions 
(2.2) /~(z )=expoQoH(z ) ,  zcC ,  
where H and Q were defined in (2.1), Note that the maps F and F are semiconju- 
gate by H and exp(Q). 
Analogously as in [3] we say that F is a Barafiski map if the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(1) JF N U~o f~(C>it( F) U Asymp(F)  = ¢), 
(2) i fa  ~ Crit(Q), then exp(Q (a)) is not a pole of H, 
(3) if H has a multiple pole, then Q (oo) # oo, 
where Asymp(F) denotes the set of asymptotic values of F. It is easy to check that 
F defined in (2.1) is expanding if and only if F is a Barafiski map. The map P is 
called a post-Barafiski map. It was proved in [1 ] that for post-Barafiski map there 
exists 0 < K < oo such that 
J~c{z:e ~<lzl~<e ~} 
and/~ is a Walters expanding conformal map. It leads to the main results of [1]. 
Proposition 2.1. Assume that F is a Barat~ski map. Let h HD(JF). Then there 
exists a unique Gibbs state # equivalent to a conformal measure mh corresponding 
to a summable potential q)t - t  log I Fq. Moreoveg 
(a) /fh < 1, then 0 < Ph(JF) < co andHh(JF) = O, 
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(b) /fh 1, then 0 < Pt'(Je), Ht'(JF) < oo, 
(c) /fh > 1, then 0 < Hh(JF) < oo andPh( JF)  = oo, 
w~ere the Hausdorff  measure and pacla'ng measure are defined by means o f  
spherical metric. 
If Q(z) z then Proposition 2.1 implies the following corollary. 
Corollary 2,2, Let F be a Bara/zski map, h = HD(JF). Then there exists a unique 
Gibbs state # equivalent to a conformal measure rnh corresponding to a summable 
potential q)t - t  log IUI. 
3. CONFORMAL MEASURES FOR MAPS WITH AN ASYMPTOTIC VALUE EVENTUALLY 
MAPPED ONTO A POLE 
We begin this section with recalling the properties of those functions in the class 5 r 
for which at least one asymptotic value is mapped onto oc. This class of maps was 
studied in [7,8,2]. Let 
[Z•  JF: lim Fkq(z) oe/,  q/> 1, Iq(F) : 
[ 7l--->00 I 
First we quote the result proved in [7]. 
Proposition 3.1. Let F • f and at least one asymptotic value is eventually 
mappedonto apole. Then HD(Iq (F)) = 2. It fol lows that HD(Jr)  = 2. 
Now we define a new subclass $2 o f f .  The fianction F • f2  if both asymptotic 
values H(0) and H(oo) are eventually mapped onto oo and 
dist z (P2(F), JF) > O, 
where P2(F) = ®+(Sing(F -1) \ ®+(H(0), H(oo)). As before f := Jr o F. Then 
J} is the set of points whose trajectory returns infinitely often to some compact set 
whose intersection with the postsingular set is empty. 
Proposition 3.2. Let F • f2 ,  f = Jr o F Then: 
1. l<h:  HD(J~-)<2. 
2. There exists h-conformal measure m on J f fo r  f such that m is atomless and 
m(J$) 1. 
3, I f  m ~ is a t-conformal probabilistic measure on J f for  some t > 1 then in ~ m. 
4. f is' ergodic with respect o the measure m. 
For proof of Proposition 3.2 see [8]. Note that in this case the exponent 
of conformal measure h ¢ HD(Jf) .  To the class U2 belong the maps F~(z) = 
;.(1 exp(2z) )  -I,)~ > 0, considered in [2], where Proposition 3.2 was proved 
independently for those maps. Moreover, it was shown in [2] the following propo- 
sition. 
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Propos i t ion  3.3. Let F;~(z) £(1 - exp(-2z))  1,A ;> 0, J~ 7-g o Fb  h;~ 
HD (Jr?k). Then: 
1. 0 < Hh~ (dr?~) < ~.  
2, ph~ is locally infinite at every point of jr?.). 
3. There exists a unique Borel probability fz-invariant measure #~ on jr ab- fa 
solutely continuous with respect o H hz, #A is ergodic. 
4. GIBBS STATES FOR MAPS IN THE CLASS f l  
Let 7 ) be the cylinder and Jr" C ~ 7 ) be the canonical projection. The function 
F c f l  projects down to a holomorphic map 
f :P \~(F  l (oo ) )~+p 
so that f o 7r r~ o F i.e. the following diagram commutates: 
(4.1) 
C\Bo 
4 
P\B  
F 
> C 
f > J), 
where B0 = F -1 (oo) and B = rr(B0). We remind that if F c f l  then JS is a compact 
subset of 7 ) (compare (1.3)). To find a Gibbs state we consider a Perron Frobenius 
operator which in our context ake on the form 
£¢~g(z) = E ee(Y)g (y)" 
yES 1@ 
Notice that the series defining the Perron Frobenius operator L;e is infinite and 
in order to make it well-defined and bounded on the Banach space C( J f )  of 
continuous functions on JS, one should demand that with a universal constant C > 0 
£~@)= ~ e ¢(y)~<C 
y~f-Rz) 
for all z ~ Jr.  Fix z0 ~ 7r 1 (z). Then y ~ f 1 (z) if and only if there exists k ~ Z 
such that fo(y) zo + 2krci, where fo :7 ) -+ C is the auxiliary map defined by the 
canonical projection r~ i.e. 7r o fo f .  Therefore 
y~ f - l (Z ) k~Z y~ fo-l(zo+2k2zi) 
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I f  Ikl is big, then fo -1 (zo + 2ksri) is near the pole b of  fo : 7 ) -+ C, but 
Gb (y) 
zo + 2krci = fo(Y) -- (y b)qb 
with Gb, a holomorphic function defined near b, such that Gb(b) ¢ 0 and qb -- the 
multiplicity of the pole b, qb ~> 1. Since the set of poles B • 7 ) is finite the series 
~ Izo + 2ksril -O+cb) 
b~By~fo l(z0 +2kzr i ) 
converges with an arbitrarily chosen eb > 0. Trying to apply the comparison test, 
we would therefore require that with same constant L > 0 
( l y -b lqb)  l+~b 
exp(~o(y)) ~< Llzo + 2kTril (l+~b) L Gb(Y)i 
for all poles b ~ B and all y ~ fo 1 (zo + 2ksri) being close to b. Or equivalently, 
~o(y)~<logL (l + cb) loglGb(y)l + (l +~b)qblogly bl 
near b. This inequality suggests us that we deal with the class of  potentials 
~o : J f  ~ C, called in the sequel summable, satisfying the following two conditions. 
(a) For any open set V containing B, ~o is a HSlder continuous on J f  \ V. 
(b) For every pole b c B there are ~b > 0 and HSlder continuous function Hb such 
that ~o(z) = Hb(z) + (1 + cb)qb log IZ b[ on a sufficiently small neighborhood 
ofb.  
Note that the potential ~ot (z) - log I f  ¢(z) l do not need to be summable since we 
do not assume that f & is expanding. In particular the critical points might belong 
to Jr. 
Given a measurable function 7' : Jy -+ [0, +oo], a Borel probability measure m 
on J f  is said to be 7,-conformal if and only if m ( J r )  1 and 
m(s(a)) =/ dm 
A 
for every Borel set A • J f  such that fA  is one-to-one. Due to compactness of the 
Julia set J f ,  it is much easier here to construct (generalized) conformal measures. 
Namely, the map 
x;Dv(~) 
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is continuous on the compact convex set of Bore1 probability measures on Jr .  So, 
the Schauder Tichonov theorem applies and we obtain ape  -e-conformal measure 
with some constant p > 0. Define 
Pz (q)) = lira sup 1 log Z exp cp o 
~l ) (x9 Y/ 
y~f " (z)  \ j=0  
f J  (y))  = lim~sup in log £~o (~) (z). 
The key point to obtain all the results discussed below is a very detailed analysis 
of the behavior of the normalized Perron Frobenius operator [e  = p-1£~. Apart 
from (a) and (b) the third general assumption is that 
sup { P; (q)) : z ~ Jr} > sup(q)). 
Theorem 4.1. For every z ~ Jr, Pz(q)) is the same, and the common value P(q)), 
called the topological pressure of cp, is given by the following formula 
1 1 
logc  II II P(q) )= lira - ( z )= lira - log  t; ~) eo" ~1,--+OO .v~ n---->OO /'1., 
I f#  is te ~-conformal f -invariant measure, then log(t) P (q)). 
Theorem 4.2. There exists a unique exp(P (cp) q))-conformal measure m~ on J y 
and a unique Borel probability f -invariant measure #~ absolutely continuous with 
respect o the measure m~. The measure #~ is in fact equivalent to m~, h a~ 
- -  dm~ ' 
the normalized (so that f p d#~ 1) fixed point of the Perron-Frobenius operator 
£~, and is called the Gibbs state of the summable potential q). 
5. PROOF OF  THEOREM A 
The proofs of Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 are based on the proof of Theorem 1.1 
from [5]. We are not going to repeat all the arguments used there. We only want to 
show a reader the main steps and explain why they work in our context. 
Define ~D M = {• C ~D: M < Rez < M}, where M was defined in (1.3). Let II + II 
denote the sup-norm and IIq)llE sup~cE Iq)(z)l, E • 7~M. For a simply-connected 
domain U we denote distortion(U) R 7,  whereR in f{R>0:  U•D(0 ,  R)}and 
r = sup{r > 0: U D D(0, r)}. Modulus of an annulus A is denoted by rood(A). 
We fix a point z0 c 7)M for which 
log(a) : supq) -  P~0(q)) < 0 
and let m~ be ape  ¢-conformal measure with p ePZ0 (~). Fix o < k < 1 and define 
Kd 1 
c~ + 
1 ~r k o '  
where d is the number of critical points of f0.  We also fix m ~> 1 such that c~o ~ < 1. 
Then we choose a topological disk U • 7)M which does not contain critical values 
of fm such that U is dense in 7~M and U N J f  # ¢). We also assume that: 
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- there exists a lift Uo of U such that rc:Uo -+ U is conformal, Uo • D(0, r) for 
a fixed r > 0, 
0 U is piecewise smooth. 
Then there exist well-defined inverse branches h"J : U -+ U'~ of f"~, j ~ Ira. The J J 
next lemma allows to control distortion(U~), UYj hY(U).j 
Lemma 5.1. There are constants" K ) 1, Jc c N, with z depending only on (the 
fixed) radius r > 0 and there are simply-connected domains V~ j c Ira, such that ) ' 
for all j c Im the following holds': 
- v n• v?,  
1 - mod(V 7 \ u~ n) >~ p 
- distortion(U}**) <~ K, 
the family { V£ , j c I,~ } is" of  multiplicity at most z, i.e. any point z c ~M is" in 
at most z sets" V f'*. 
Proof. The considered functions F H o exp have only finitely many critical and 
asymptotic values. It follows from (1.2) that the forward trajectories of asymptotic 
values H(0) and H(oe) can not approach the Julia set JF, so the only possible 
singular values which belong or accumulate on JF are critical values. Finally, f 
and fo have only finitely many critical points in the cylinder 7 ). All these argument 
show that the proof of Lemma 4.1 from [5] works in our case too. [] 
Now we split inverse branches (h~*) between these which shrinks exponentially 
and the others. The next lemma, proven in [5] (comp. Lemma 4.3), estimates the 
number of some 'bad branches'. 
Lemma 5.2. Let 0 < A < 1, E~ @ and, for  n > m, let E~ be the set o f  all j ~ In 
such that diam(Up > kk ~ ":~ . Then E** has" at most £-e -m)  elementSofOr n >~ m. 
We define the index set J~ corresponding tothe exponentially shrinking branches. 
Let J,~ I,~, since in view of Lemma 5.1 E,~ @. Assume that J~ was already 
defined for n ~> m. Then 
J**+~ {J~I**+l: foh~ +~ h~*forsomei~J**}\E**+l. 
The other 'bad inverse branches' can be characterized as follows. See also 
Lemma 4.2 in [5]. 
Lemma 5.3. In the setting of  Lemma 5.1, there exist, for  every n >~ m, holomorphic 
inverse branches h~ : U --+ U~ • 79M, i ~ In, o f f  n having the following properties: J J 
1. for  any i c L,+~ there exists" j c I** such that f o h~ *+~ = h*! 
3 '  
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2. there exists K > 0 such that, for  all n >~ m and m ~ I~ distortion(U~ )<~ K and 
I(h 7 o f~f (x ) l  
~<K 
?l /7/, / l  for  all x, x' ~ f (U i ), 
3. Fix z c U. For n > m, let H,~(z) be the set of  y c f -~(z)  such that there exists" 
j~ I~ lw i thh~ l(z) f (y )  buth~(z )¢y fora l l j~ I~.Then~(H~)<_ ,xd for  
all n > m. 
Now we prove that the variation of the function S~Vp along exponentially 
shrinking branches i  uniformly bounded. 
Lemma 5.4. Let 0 < )~ < 1, m ) 1 and U be a topological disk in 7>M which does" 
not contain critical values of  f'~. Then there exists A > 0 (depending on )~, m and 
the HOlder constants o f  cp but not on U) such that for  all z, z ~ c U and all j c J,~, 
n >~ m, we have 
Proof. We choose two neighbourhoods V1, V2 of the poles B such that V1 
Ubc~ D(b, r) and V2 c V1. Moreover, if f -~  (W) is the inverse branch of f~ defined 
on some domain W c 7)M, then either fi -~ (W) c ~M \ V2 or fi-~(W) c B(b, r) for 
some pole b. Let xi h~(z), x!~ h~(z'), x~ i f i (x~) ' x ~_,. f i  (x~), 0 <~ i <~ n, 
where j c J~ and z, z ~ c D (b, r). Therefore 
(5.1) Ix~ x;l <- xz  "~ = I~*2/: 
For the summable potential q)(z) Hb(z) + (1 + Eb)qb log IZ -- bl we have 
(5.2) [~(x~) ~o(x2)[~ [Hb(x~) Hb(xf)l+(a+~b)q~laoglx~ bl aoglxl bll 
x~ b " 
Since 
xi b qb Gb(xi) x~ + 2krci 
(5.3) ~ Gb(x;) x~ T2~ 
for some k c Z, Gb is holomorphic and Gb(z) ¢ 0 in D(b, 2r), we obtain the 
following estimates: 
Gb (xi) - Gb (x~) log Gb(xi) ~< log( l+  - - - - - -  ) <. CblXi - X~l ~ 
Gb(xl) Gb(xZ) 
i 1 @ 2krci i 1 i 1 
log ~-  + 2~=i ~< log 1 + x' 72~-~i ~< Ix~ 1 + x~_~l. 
i -1  
(s.4) 
and 
(5.5) 
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Now we apply (5.1) and (5.3)-(5.5) to (5.2) 
I~<x,)-~(x;)l-< ~ lx , -  x, + (1 +eb)qbl(CblXi- Xll a + IXi 1-- X~ 11)<~ Cb2~ 
for some Cb > 0. On the other hand, if xi, x~ ~ 79M \ V2 then 
Now we can sum up these estimations for all 0 < i ~< n and get 
One can improve the above lemma as follows. 
Lemma 5.5. Let 0 < L < 1, m >~ 1 and U be a topological disk in 79M that does 
not contain any critical value of  f " .  Then, for every ~ > O, there is ~ > 0 such that 
i~ S 7l ! IS~,~o(hj(z)) ,,~o(hj(z ))l <<-~ 
for all j c J~ and for z, z ~ c U with distx,u(z, z~) < ~, where distx,u is" the internal 
chordal metric in U. 
To construct a Gibbs state #~ we define a normalized Perron-Frobenius operator 
)7" :=p l £~=e c£~, c>0,  
and decompose it into: 
n fz n (5.6) H;' = - , , c£ ;  = ~ + A~ + ~, 
where 
n >/m, 
~¢(z)  ~ ¢(h~(z))exp{S~q)(h~!(z)) -nc},  
j~J. 
B; +(z) ~ + (h~ (z)) exp{ S~,~,(h;! (z)) - nc }, 
j ~Ir, \ Sr, 
n n A ~' X ; ' -~-B~.  
Note that the operator G~ is defined for exponentially shrinking inverse branches, 
/3~ corresponds to the branches defined in Lemma 5.2 and ~4~ to the rest part of 
branches mentioned in Lemma 5.3. 
To prove Theorem 4.1 we need the following uniform estimate on IIAf~ ~ II, n c N. 
Proposit ion 5.6. There exists a constant C1 > 0 SUCh that all n >~ 0 
II v  ll c1, 
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Proof, It follows from Lemma 5.5 that there is a constant cl ~> 1 such that for all 
z,z~ ~ U andn >/ m 
n C n / (5.7) 6~-(z) ~< 16~(z ) .  
Since 
(5.8) 
U U U 
then there exists a point yo c U such that ~ (yo) ~< 1 (5.7) and (5.8) imply (u)" 
(5.9) ~;;~(z) ~< cl 
for all z c U and n ~> m. For any n ~> m, z c U and Hk (z) defined in Lemma 5.3 we 
have 
(5.1 o) A~-(z) L ~ exp{Sk~o(y)-- kc}dV'~ k~_(y) 
k=m+l  y~H~(z) 
k=m+l  
n m 1 
 kllg-"-'xll- 
k 0 
Analogously for n ~> m, z c U and E~ defined in Lemma 5.2 
(5.11) B~ll (z) ~< L Z exp{Sk~o(y) -- kc}dV'~ k~_(y) 
k=m+l  i~Ek, y=h~ (z) 
k =m + 1 
k 
k=m+l  
k=0 
Define 
{ cl ] 
Cl :=max 1 -aem+l '  IIdV'~II ' 0~<k~<m . 
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Let n > m and assume that IIN~II ~C1 fork 0 . . . . .  n - l ,  then(5.10) and(5.11) 
yield 
~ ~ Caa.,+ l (  Jcd 1 ) 
Ae~-(z) + Be~-(z) ~< k~ + ~ aa'+aCa • 
The re fore 
j~;t~_(g,) 6~-  (g.) -}- ,A;~(Z) -- ,~;~(Y) ~ C 1 -- Ot'o'm+l C 1 ~ C a 
for every z c U. Since U is dense in 7)M and by continuity of  A /~ we obtain that 
IIX'~II ~< ca. [] 
The proof of next 1emma is the same as Proposition 6.7 in [5]. 
Lemma 5.7. There exists a constant C2 > 0 such that 
for all n >~ 1 and z • 79M. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let zo • J f  be a point such that sup(q)) < Pz0 (q))" Then 
Proposition 5.6 and Lemma 5.7 imply 
(5.12) C2 <~ p-~£~X(x) <~ Ca 
for all z • PM and n ~> 1, where p exp(Pz0 (~o)). Therefore Pz (~o) is constant. Let 
/2 m be any tee-conformal measure. Then £~m =tm and log(t) = ~l f ge~ dm for all 
n ~> 1. This together with (5.11) yields t p e P(e). [] 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let m e be pe-e-conformal  measure supported on J¢, 
where ~o is a summable potential satisfying 
sup(q)) < sup{P~(~o): z • Jr}. 
The measure m~o is a fixed point of the normalized ual operator N'].  To construct 
a Gibbs state #e we have to find a density h d~ , 7" We construct h as a fixed point 
of N" e. For z c J f  define 
n 
h(~) l iminf ~Af~(~)  
k=l 
n k and let h,~ = ~1 Y~=a A/'~ ~. Then 
1 k+l A/~(h~)=h~+ (Af~ ~ Af~) .  
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Fix z ~ J f  and choose a subsequence (h~;) which converges to h. Then N'e (h~j)(z) 
--+ h(z). Us ing this one can prove that/~(z) ~> N'~(h)(z) for all z ~ Jr. Since also 
f JVe (h ) dme f h dme we candef ine  
h: m 
f h dine" 
Then d#~ h dm~ defines a Gibbs state #~ equivalent to exp(P(~o) - q))-conformal 
measure m~. Uniqueness  and ergodicity of  #~ fol lows from [4]. Ana logous ly  as 
in [5] one can prove that #~ is supported on the conical subset o f  Jr. [] 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 imply Theorem A. 
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